WHITE WINES
BARBOURSVILLE PHILEO

10 glass / 32 bottle

VINA COBOS CHARDONNAY

13 glass / 36 bottle

LONE BIRCH CHARDONNAY

9 glass / 30 bottle

Dessert wine with a refreshing sweetness and a clean finish.
Silky wine with citrus tones of grapefruit and lemon grass.

Crisp and dry wine with aromas of lemon, and other citrus fruit.

LONE BIRCH PINOT GRIS

10 glass / 30 bottle

FERNLANDS SAUVIGNON BLANC

10 glass / 30 bottle

QUIRUS TEMPRANILLO BLANCO

14 glass / 40 bottle

EARLY MOUNTAIN ROSÉ

13 glass / 40 bottle

Crisp and refreshing with notes of apple, pear, and melon.

Classic wine offering exotic aromas of passion fruit and guava.
Elegant, intensive wine combining tropical and citrus aromas.
Medium-bodied wine offering notes of cherry and strawberry.

PEWSEY VALE EDEN VALLEY RIESLING 11 glass / 30 bottle
Long palate with grapefruit, lime, fresh rosemary, white pepper
and hints of tropical fruit.

BARBOURSVILLE VERMENTINO

46 bottle

BARBOURSVILLE PAXXITO

60 bottle

JEFFERSON VIOGNIER

65 bottle

Rich, full bodied with an apricot, papaya and rose bouquet.

Apricot and peach flavors dominate this sweet dessert wine.

A pleasant, perfume-like floral bouquet gives way to tropical
fruit flavors of apricot and clementine.

SPARKLING WINES
DOUGLAS HILL SPARKLING WINE

7 glass / 24 bottle

LA GIOIOSA ‘ROSEA’ ROSE BRUT

10 glass ⁄ 30 bottle

A pleasant wine boasting aromas of wheat, yeast, apple, pear
and lime with a clean and elegant finish.
Made from Pinot Noir and Pinot Blanc grapes. A friendly fizz
designed for joyous occasions and for sharing with friends.

CANTINA MONTELLIANA PROSECCO

30 bottle

BARBOURSVILLE BRUT CUVÉE

50 bottle

A.R. LENOBLE DEMI-SEC CHAMPAGNE

80 bottle

Fresh and aromatic with tropical fruity bouquet reminiscent of
Gold Delicious apples, with a hint of banana and peach.

Classic wine with intriguing and vibrant fruit flavors leading to
ripe pear, lingering on the finish.
Tightly textured, mineral-driven with subdued fruit flavors.

RED WINES
BRAAI CABERNET SAUVIGNON

10 glass / 30 bottle

Bold, concentrated, and well-balanced wine with notes of
smokey earthy fruits.

HORIZON PINOT NOIR 		

12 glass / 35 bottle

A fresh red with raspberry, strawberry, and eucalyptus notes.
Very silky with a lovely spicy finish.

CHATEAU DE FONTENILLE, BORDEAUX 10 glass / 30 bottle
Well-structured and full bodied wine, elegant and round on
the palate with a fine lingering finish.

ILLUSION RED BLEND

10 glass / 30 bottle

BELASCO DE BAQUEDANO MALBEC

10 glass / 30 bottle

ANCIANO GARNACHA

10 glass / 27 bottle

The palate explodes with blackberries, black currants, plums
and dark fruit. Long seductive finsh with hints of black licorice.

Produced with small berries for an excellent concentration of
sugars, acids and tannins.

Generous fruit aromas of cherry and black berries. Excellent
with hearty vegetarian dishes and mature cheeses.

JEFFERSON CABERNET FRANC

52 bottle

BARBOURSVILLE OCTAGON		

80 bottle

Dark, sumptuous wine show with a subtle, but hefty palate and
aromas of red berry.

Well-balanced and medium-bodied wine with aromas of fresh
fruit, emphasizing ripened cherry.

